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Topic: In the Name of Love – Nonstop Romance in Las Vegas
Translated Summary:
If Las Vegas is an oasis in the desert, then love must be the nectar that nourishes this oasis.
Three years after their marriage, Chinese celebrity couple Tong Dawei and Guan Yue have
yet to embark on their honeymoon for three years after they married, but found their own
sweet happiness in Las Vegas.
Blessed people will not be disappointed
“Dawei, in a while I will read the vows to you, then ask whether you are willing to take Guan
Yue as your wife. If you are willing, please say „I do‟!”
Amidst the Roman surroundings of Caesars Palace, the minister is running through the
sequence of the wedding to the bridegroom, who nods in agreement and reveals a slight
indication of nerves. “Oh, you look beautiful!” I exclaim as I enter the make up room, where
the bride was adjusting her wedding dress. Feeling the same nerves as her wedding day 3
years ago, she crossed her arms and took a deep breath to calm herself down.
This pair of “newlyweds” are Chinese celebrities Tong Dawei and Guan Yue. Despite being
married for three years, they never imagined they would be experiencing different wedding
styles in this magical oasis under the summer sun.
Las Vegas is the fastest place in the world to cement a couple’s love. In addition to luxury
hotels such as Caesars Palace, Luxor, Paris, New York New York, there is the speedy drive-thru
weddings, “Elvis”-themed weddings, Grand Canyon Skywalk wedding and many more styles
with a local flavor. Even the most fastidious couples will find a style for themselves here.
“With our busy schedules and a baby after marriage, we had no time for a honeymoon.
Hence, we were looking forward to this Las Vegas trip.” Tong Dawei told us.
Caesars Palace’s Garden of Gods Pool Oasis is the most famous architecture here, where
marble sculptures and fountains bring you back to ancient Rome 2000 years. Accompanied
by Caesar and Cleopatra, the couple held their wedding here and expressed their love for
each other.

Topic: In the Name of Love – Nonstop Romance in Las Vegas
Translated Summary:
In Las Vegas, the day begins at night
Las Vegas starts to come alive each night. Not to be missed are the gourmet dining and
stellar performances. We head to the famous “Joel Robuchon” French restaurant at the
MGM Grand, where travelers have been known to specifically come to Vegas for the
delicious food. Its charm lies not only in its accolades, including Michelin 3 stars, Forbes 5star and AAA Five Diamond awards, but also its service concept to make every guest feel
at home.
“What are you thinking about, Ms. Guan?” Tong Dawei asked as he held his wife’s
shoulder. “Do you see the elderly couple there? They are holding hands and the old
gentleman kissed his wife’s hand, it’s so romantic! ” Guan Yue answered as she laid
against her husband’s shoulder. “I hope we can always be together, traveling until I am
too old to even walk.”
After dinner, we go watch Cirque du Soleil’s classic performance in Las Vegas – Kà. World
renowned Cirque du Soleil represents entertainment in Las Vegas entertainment and Kà
combines top technology and exquisite artistry. We were especially impressed by the
battle scene, where the artists stand and fight on a vertical stage positioned 90 degrees
to the ground. “This is like watching a live-action version of the 3D movie! “ exclaimed
Tong Dawei.
Wedding on the Skywalk
The Grand Canyon ranks 1st amongst the top 50 must-visit spots chosen by the BBC. 446
kilometers in length, with the deepest point being approximately 500 storeys (1.6
kilometers) deep, the canyon’s rock date back to 2,000,000,000 years. Our guide
informed us that we will be experiencing this natural wonder from the sky, land and sea.

Topic: In the Name of Love – Nonstop Romance in Las Vegas
Translated Summary:
We first overflew the Grand Canyon by helicopter. When the aircraft ascended, the
majesty of the canyon unfolded before our eyes. Time has carved the landscape where
the rocks change color under the sunlight to reveal breathtaking vistas. Arriving at the
canyon floor, we board a boat where the captain scooped a bucket of water and
motioned for us to wash our hands. The water, which flows from the Rocky Mountains, is
surprisingly cold and believed to bring about good luck.
Having seen the Grand Canyon’s natural beauty, we come to the Skywalk, wondering
what inspired Chinese businessman David Jin to build a U-shaped corridor on the canyon’s
edge. Standing on the Skywalk, one feels like a swordsman in Chinese martial arts stories, in
awe of the majesty beneath.
“Have you encountered any romantic happenings here?” I asked our guide, to which he
promptly replied “Sure, this is Las Vegas!” I saw a woman propose to a man, but a pity he
rejected her. Mr. Tong, maybe you can propose again to Guan Yue!” Tong Dawei got
down on one knee, re-enacting his proposal to Guan Yue.

Topic: In the Name of Love – Nonstop Romance in Las Vegas

Translated Summary:
Q+A
What’s most important is being with your beloved
T: What’s your first impression of Las Vegas?
T&G: Hot. Literally with the weather and figuratively. The warmth of the people has left a
lasting impression on us.
T: As a honeymoon destination, which aspect of Las Vegas appeals most to you?
T&G: You can do everything you wanted to do during a honeymoon in the hotel. For
example, the Italian-style Bellagio Las Vegas can host the couple’s unforgettable
wedding, explore flora and fauna at its botanical gardens and watch the Cirque du
Soleil performance or the Bellagio’s fountain at night.
T: During the trip, which delicacy were you impressed with?
T&G: There’s too much to choose from! The Mediterranean cuisine at the Wynn’s Bartolotta
Ristorante Di Mare left a lasting impression. The exquisite Italian cuisine in Las Vegas
has changed my understanding of it. The preparation is detailed, tastes wonderful
and the warm service made us feel at home.
T: What did you enjoy most during this trip?
T&G: It’s not important where you go. What is important is being there together with my
loved one.

Topic: In the Name of Love – Nonstop Romance in Las Vegas
Translated Summary:
Tong Dawei & Guan Yue recommendations
Flights:
Korean Air. Nonstop flights to Las Vegas from Seoul. There are Chinese-speaking flight
attendants onboard, while Chinese signage at the airport are convenient for Chinese
travelers.
Restaurants:
Joel Robuchon at MGM Grand
Renowned French chef Joel Robuchon, regarded as “Chef of the Century”, returned
from retirement to bring his French restaurant to Las Vegas. Apart from the traditional
16 course and 8 course French banquet, the restaurant also offers a la carte options.
Address: MGM Grand Hotel and Casino, 3799 Las Vegas Blvd. S.
Tel: +1-702-8917925
Opens: 17:30 pm-22:00pm (Sun-Thru) 17:30-22:30(Fri, Sat)
www.mgmgrand.com/restaurants/joel-robuchon-french-restaurant.aspx
Bartolotta Ristorante Di Mare at Wynn Las Vegas
Awarded the prestigious AAA Four Diamond award for 3 consecutive years, Bartolotta
is an authentic Italian fine-dining restaurant known for its imported Mediterranean
seafood. The elaborate outdoor garden, terrace and a 400-year old ceramic vat lend
a strong Italian flavor to the restaurant.
Address: Wynn Las Vegas, 3131 Las Vegas Blvd. S.
Tel: +1-702-7703305
www.wynnlasvegas.com

Topic: In the Name of Love – Nonstop Romance in Las Vegas
Translated Summary:
Hotel:
Caesars Palace
Caesars Palace is situated at the heart of the Las Vegas Strip. One of the city’s best
known landmarks, the hotel’s style replicates ancient Rome and comprises The Forum
Shops at Caesars, the Colosseum, PURE night club and the top class Qua Baths & Spa
to create a luxurious entertainment empire.
Address: 3570 Las Vegas Blvd. S.
Tel: +1-702-7317110/800-6346661
www.caesars.com/caesars/lasvegas

MGM Grand Hotel
The MGM Grand is the biggest hotel in the world and Las Vegas’ best known. 5000
rooms, 20 gourmet restaurants, extensive shopping, a comprehensive luxury Spa and
wedding chapel make this the flagship property for MGM Resorts. Las Vegas’ largest
and most popular entertainment complex can be found here, offering a multitude of
entertainment options.
Address: 3799 Las Vegas Blvd. S.
Tel: +1-877-8800880
www.mgmgrand.com/
Bellagio wedding church
With two wedding chapels and the Terrazza di Sogno, where you can even schedule
a wedding at night, the Bellagio Las Vegas will provide a series of special ceremonies
and elegant décor for a unique and memorable wedding.
Tel: + 1-888-4644436
Opens: Sun-Thru:10am-7pm, Fri and Sat: 9am-night
www.bellagio.com/ch-prc/weddings

Topic: In the Name of Love – Nonstop Romance in Las Vegas

Translated Summary:
The Bellagio Las Vegas’ handmade glass chandelier, luxury curtains, with gold and
Italian stained-glass windows complement the bride beauty and elegance.
The Skywalk is popular with newlyweds around the world. Its clear glass represents the
purity, bravery and strength of true love.
Nothing can be flashier than being driven in the convertible pink Cadillac by Elvis
himself. At the Elvis wedding, couples and their guests can dress up according to their
whims, just as at a party.
The Aria Resort & Casino is a one-stop recreational complex combining resort
accommodation, entertainment and shopping, as well as delectable Spanish cuisine.

Love is in the air when overlooking Las Vegas Boulevard from the Eiffel Tower at the
Paris Las Vegas.
The expansive Garden of the Gods Pool Oasis at Caesars Palace is the best place for
lovers to enjoy their vacation.
Seal your love in Las Vegas in minimal time. Couples need only bring their ID card to
experience the drive-thru wedding ceremony without even stepping out of the car.
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Topic: Actor Tong Dawei shares happy life after marriage in Las Vegas during
Sina interview.
Translated Summary:
Moderator: You just returned from a honeymoon in the U.S., but I
heard the honeymoon was two years late for your wife.
Tong Dawei: Overdue for several years. Coincidentally a travel
magazine, as well as the Las Vegas Convention and
Visitors Authority invited us to go over for a magazine
cover shoot, so we took the opportunity to make up for
the honeymoon.
Moderator: We have a set of photographs to help you recall the trip to
the United States. Let’s take a look. You’d have to
introduce them to our viewers.
Tong Dawei: This is the Grand Canyon, more than two hours from Las
Vegas by car. The skywalk over here is built by a Chinese
businessman, with a glass floor looking down to the valley
below. Very scary for me. I remained on it for ten minutes
then came down immediately after the photos were shot.
Moderator: You're a bit afraid of heights. Is this bridge very high above
the canyon floor?
Tong Dawei: Very, very high.

Topic: Actor Tong Dawei shares happy life after marriage in Las
Vegas during Sina interview.
Translated Summary:
Moderator : In this picture, you are proposing to her?
Tong Dawei: Yes. The crew were telling us that many people
proposed on the bridge, so we did the same whilst
there.
Moderator: It’s a significant place for a proposal.
Tong Dawei: Jokingly, if she didn’t accept the proposal I’d jump.
Moderator: Let’s look at the following one. This is much easier, just
getting off the helicopter?
Tong Dawei: Yes, this is the helicopter ride to the Colorado River
where we circled around.
Moderator : Look at the lovers’ outfit. Was this in Colorado?
Tong Dawei: Yes, the Colorado River is seen behind. This is the
canyon.

Topic: Actor Tong Dawei shares happy life after marriage in Las
Vegas during Sina interview.

Translated Summary:
Moderator: This should be in the hotel? Very sweet.
Tong Dawei: Yes this was at Caesars Palace. This time, LVCVA
together with Caesars Palace arranged very luxurious
accommodation and dining. Over here, this was at a
church where we received a marriage certificate.
You can register marriages at the church.
Moderator: You got married again then.
Tong Dawei: We ended up getting married several times. There
was even an Elvis-themed wedding wearing Elvis’
clothes and sunglasses. My wife did the same. At that
chapel, they have all kinds of clothing for you to
choose from.
Moderator: Very interesting. You got to experience the local
wedding culture then.
Tong Dawei: Yes, different types of chapels in the different hotels.
Their churches are completely different from what I
imagined them to be. I thought chapels are all old
European buildings, but those in Las Vegas are
housed in very modern buildings.

Topic: Actor Tong Dawei shares happy life after marriage in Las
Vegas during Sina interview.
Translated Summary:
Moderator : I think you have so much to be envied. You said people
get married once in their lives and if there is a second time,
it has to be with a different person. Yet, you experienced
so many different types of wedding with the same person.
Tong Dawei: We got married thrice on this trip.
Moderator: We got some footage of the wedding. Would you care to
share it with our viewers?
Tong Dawei : Sure!
Moderator : Of the three weddings, which 1 left the deepest impression
on you?
Tong Dawei: The Elvis wedding was more interesting. Even the minister
was also Elvis and there was an open-top classic car, a
very old Cadillac. They would not even leave it under the
sun to avoid spoiling the paintwork.

